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Administrators say strike won’t bother them
By Janet Parker
Today’s planned "sympathy strike"
will not have a significant effect on the
SJSU campus, according to department
chairmen.
The scheduled strike to protest the
dismissal of SJSU temporary and
probationary faculty members is
planned for 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
However, most deans of individual
schools on this campus do not anticipate a significantly decreased attendnace in classes today as a result of
the strike.
In fact, several said they have taken
little notice of the strike plans and have
heard few comments from faculty and
students.
"I have a sneaking suspicion this will
bomb out," said Robert Moore, dean of
the School of the Applied Sciences and
Arts. The dismissal of an instructor in
his school, drama lecturer Pat Mattson,
is one of those faculty members whose
dismissal is being protested by
students.
They are only striking against
themselves," More said. "I’m not

certain they understand who they are
striking against or what for."
Moore said he does not believe
students on this campus are aware of
what the entire issue of the 80-20 interim policy is about. He added that this
should not necessarily be the concern of
students anyway.
James Roberts, dean of the School of
Engineering, said he does not expect
students in his school to neglect their
classes in favor of a strike today.
"I’d be surprised if many of them
walk out of classes," he said. "The
strike serves no purpose in this
school."

Strike protests faculty dismissal
A one-day "sympathy strike" to
protest the dismissal of SJSU temporary and probationary faculty
members is scheduled for today from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
The decision to strike was the outcome of a meeting last Thursday by
students from four departments on
campus.

Roberts said he has not heard any
students or faculty in his school say that
they will strike today.

Those students are protesting the
dismissal of one temporary lecturer in
the Drama Department, six temporary
lecturers in the Economics Department, four instructors in the Foreign
Language Department, and three in-

"I view this as something that will not
contribute to any solutions to the
problem," said Milburn Wright, dean of
the School of Business. "This is not an
effective means to handle a difficult
situation."

Wright said lie expects the strike to
be "highly ineffective."
He pointed out students already had

Academic Council
approves limiting
committee size
By Gail Wesson
A change in the number of faculty on departmental personnel committees was
approved by the Academic Council at its meeting Monday.
Council reviewed recommendations on the retention, tenure, promotion ( RTP )
procedures and decided to send a second change on appeals procedures back to the
council professional standards committee.
Dr. Charles Porter, committee chairman, said the committee has studied the
procedures for four weeks but, "We didn’t know what the outcome (of the
procedures) would be."
The RTP procedures were passed during the last academic year and were up for
review this year.
Porter said the procedures will probably be reviewed next year when the entire
process has been completed.
In the current procedures RTP committees are composed of at least five
tenured faculty members. Some departments have less than five tenured faculty
members and faculty from another department are selected to meet the required
members.
The new policy states that personnel committees may consist of only three
tenured faculty members in addition to the department chairman when there are
less than five tenured faculty members of the appropriate rank.
The second change, referring to the appeals procedure in promotion, was sent
back to the committee to clear up language in the proposal.
In other business, council passed a policy statement on computer file confidentiality.
The statement is intended to protect the rights of individuals who have personnel
file on computer.
The statement reaffirms the "Policy on Confidentiality of Computer Data
Systems" of the Chancellor’s office.
It outlines the security safeguards that protect individuals from unauthorized
access to personnel data, states who has access to the data and classifieds data
sensitivity.

Office of dean
broken into,
nothing gone
University police are terming the
weekend break-in of Dean of Faculty
Robert F. Sasseen’s office as
"malicious mischief."
Office personnel discovered the
break-in at 8 a.m. Monday, according to the police report.
"Nothing is missing that we know
of," said Clerk Marsha Mulford.
The police report indicates
property damage of a broken window in Adm. 144 and two uprooted
house plants.
However, Mulford told the
Spartan Daily that damage included
a burned chair and opened closets.
University Police Chief Earnest
Quinton said the plants had been
uprooted and thrown about the office. The investigating officer included a note on the report
suggesting the suspect has "plant
phobia," revealed a laughing
Quinton.
Rumors concerning the status of
files on faculty retention, tenure and
promotion I RTP) were denied by
Dr. Hobert Burns, academic vice
president.
"Rumor is that they stole all the
ItTP files, but they didn’t," said
Burns. He said SJSU Pres. John H.
Bunzel has the RTP files,

structors
in
Mexican -American
Graduate Studies ( MACS).
According to Fred Lowe, a member
of the student group planning today’s
strike, the students are organizing to
take a public stand on five issues
related to dismissals. The issues include:
opposition to the 80-20 interim
policy.
support for teachers being
released.
support for Affirmative Action I a
policy designed to increase fair
practices in hiring women and
minorities).

opposition to centralization of
power in the administration "through
the usurption of departmental power."
continued support for MAGS as
well as other "Third World studies."
Today’s activities will begin at 9 a.m.
with music and food.
A noon rally with speakers from
concerned departments also is
scheduled. This will be followed by an
"orderly, monitored and peaceful
march" to the area beneath Pres. John
H. Bunzel’s office at Tower Hall.
Lowe said a delegation will make
statements concerning the live issues
at that time.

one opportunity to express their opinion
to faculty when the Academic Council
vote concerning the interim policy was
held earlier this month.
James Sawrey, dean of the School of
Social Sciences, said he does not ap-

prove of a student strike. The dismissal
of three Mexican American Graduate
Studies instructors and six Economics
Department temporary lecturers are
among the concerns of student strike
organizers.

Sawrey said he objects to student
strike organizers’ accusations that
retention appointments have been
delayed until June 1 so that students
will not have an opportunity to organize
a protest.
"It’s been that way every year,"
Sawrey said. "There’s just so much
material to go over. We’re lucky to get
it done by June 1."
Several department chairmen said
students do not realize the release of the
instructors in question is an outcome of
decreasing enrollment on this campus.
Wright said decisions have been made
on the basis of budgetary measures.
With less enrollment, the college will
receive less income.
Moore said declining enrollment is
the significant factor. He said SJSU
student growth has decreased to almost
zero per cent in a short period of time.
He said students probably are not
aware of the whole ramifications of this
enrollment decline.
"This operation does not function on
how many students think the college
should do this or that," Wright said.

Four nursing students to learn
status in clinical course battle
Four SJSU nursing students may
know about June 1 if they can compete
for spaces in the nursing clinical course
work under the present criteria rather
than under new supplementary admissions criteria (SAC).
Appearing in court yesterday, the
students were told by Superior Court
Judge Richard Rhodes he would take
the case under advisement and decide
about June 1 whether to issue a
preliminary injunction or not.
The students are seeking an injunction to prevent the use of SAC to
screen all applicants to the program
this fall.
The new requirements were implemented under executive order from
the chancellor’s office.
Plantiffs Jeannette Wilkinson, Judy
Zenner, Debbi Redmond and Linda
Snodgrass allege they will be inelible
for admission to the clinical phase of
the nursing program because of the
new requirements.
Attorney for the plantiffs, Ed
Newman, said there was no reason for

the University not to postpone implementation of the requirements a
semester.

course and be eligible for the fall
semester or take a course in the fall and
be eligible in spring.

Newman said the students were
notified in March of the new criteria.
He said a letter of transmittal which
accompanied the chancellor’s order
stated applicants to the nursing
program "must be notified no later
than Feb. 1," of the new requirements.

Leberman cited the problems involved if there is an injunction.
"We have already implemented the
new criteria," he said.

Glenn S.
Defendants in the suit
Dumke, chancellor of the California
state colleges and universities, SJSU
President John H., Bunzel and Dr.
Richard Whitlock, SJSU dean of unbeing
dergraduate studiesare
represented by Robert Le berman,
deputy attorney general for California.
Leberman said, "There is no
retroactive application" involved in the
use of SAC requirements for the fall. He
said the nursing program is an upper
division two year program.
He said the plantiffs have been given
a one semester transition period before
the criteria is applied and there is no
"irreparable harm" to the students.
He said students who do not now meet
the criteria can take a summer school

Preliminary steps involving fall
applicants have been taken, and he said
there would have to be a new orientation for students eligible under the old
criteria if the preliminary injunction
was granted.
The nursing students do not object to
the SAC criteria itself but to the
retroactive application to nursing
majors who assumed they were eligible
under the previous criteria, according
to Zenner.
Previous requirements include upper
division status, a 2.0 overall grade point
average, completion of prerequisite
classes and no grade lower than a D.
The new SAC requirements stipulate
a 2.3 grade point average in
prerequisites, no grade lower than a C,
completion of all general education
classes and an interview to assess
motivation and interest.

Protests once stormed and raged at SJSU
By Phil Trounstine
First of three parts
To most SJSU students, the era of
campus protest is mostly something
they’ve read about in newspapers or
perhaps now in sociology text books.
While some can remember the days
when thousands marched through the
campus and hundreds battled police,
new students, by and large, know little
of the rich history of protest at SJSU.
The current turnout for rallies belies
the vast power that sleeps within the
student body. But that power has not
always remained dormant. Between
1966 and 1972 protests raged, shaking
and changing the face of SJSU.
The information in Troustine’s investigation into the SJSU student
movement came from back issues of
the Spartan Daily.
The late ’50s and early ’60s marked a
time when Black freedom riders and
civil rights workers were opening
people’s eyes to American racism. So it
was fitting that Black students were the
ones to nudge SJSU’s slumbering
political consciousness.
In October 1966, the A.S. began a
forum series in the hope of improving
understanding between White and
Black students. Up to 400 persons
gathered on the lawn beside the
cafeteria to engage in verbal confrontations among White and Black
students.
At the same time, the Vietnam War
was coming into the public consciousness, as President Lyndon

Johnson, 1964’s "peace candidate" was
sending more and more ground troops
to fight that "Asian battle."
Three thousand parents, visiting the
campus on Parent’s Day, Oct. 18, were
treated to a first-hand look at a real,
live student demonstration, as 150
protesters blasted the war at a Seventh
Street rally.
Two days later the AS. Council voted
to delete the Pledge of Allegiance from
its proceedings.
The following week, on Oct. 27,
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) member Alan "Nick" Kopke was
arrested for disturbing the peace
during a protest against Navy
recruiters on Seventh Street.
Two hundred onlookers booed the
police as they spirited Kopke away, and
charges against him were later
dropped.
The demonstration marked the first
of many to come against the presence
of war-related recruiters on the SJSU
campus.
But in spite of President Johnson’s
continuing escalation of the war and
SDS agitation, the biggest issue during
the fall semester was the "lockout" of
women from their dorms. This policy of
not allowing women into their dorms
after 11 p.m. stirred protests, petitions
and discontent.
By January, the collective campus
concern was state college tuition that
newly elected Gov. Ronald Reagan was
pushing through the legislature. On
Jan. 16, 800 students and faculty joined
an A.S. Seventh Street rally against
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THE WAR CONTINUES
OCIONEW. 1968

Campus protests, rallies, strikes of 1966-72are they forgotten history?
tuition.
The war came back into focus in the
spring of 1967.
On Feb. 17, 100 students peacefully
picketed against Marine recruiters.
The Student Mobilization Committee
staged a picket outside the cafeteria,
March 9, to draw student attention to
upcoming Vietnam Week.

Though Vietnam Week, April 8-15 saw
rallies, speeches and films designed to
educate students about the war, the
left-wing forces had not yet captured
the hearts and minds of the student
body.
Nick Kopke was badly defeated in his
bid for student body president while the
conservative Sparta Party candidates

won.
As the semester came to a close, a
petition signed by 104 SJSU faculty
members voiced support for young men
who refused induction into the armed
forces. The signers risked prosecution
for supporting draft resistance. But the
risk was worth it to the professors who
Formed the first faculty anti -war group,

Professors Against the War (PAW).
All this was but a prelude to the first
big surge at SJSU that came late in
1967.
A portion of the campus radicals
broke with SDS in September and
formed the American Liberation Front.
In their application for status as a
campus organization, ALF members
stated their objective was to "overthrow the government of the United
States, California, San Jose State and
the Associated Student Body."
On Oct. 3, 1967 ALY members
disrupted a ROTC drill on the athletic
field, and on Oct. 9 they staged an antiMarine recruiter demonstration.
This time seven students were
arrested for resisting arrest during a
clash with pro-Marine students who
were attempting to visit the recruiters.
The next day, demonstrators and
Marine supporters engaged in fist
fights eight times in 20 minutes, while
the Marines held recruiting sessions.
The following week, Navy recruiters
were picketed but there were no incidents. The Spartan Daily figured the
ALF was "still smarting from its
wounds." But besides that, a contingent
of San Jose police had been standing by
on campus in case of trouble.
Progressive Iator Party members in
SDS had been talking about napalm
since the previous semester, and when
the left wing learned that Dow
Chemical recruiters were coming to
campus they were furious.
see back page

Point of view

Past words speak for today’s violence
Geri Rend,

onc 9oocl 4 hang bou+ -1-L
Entrgy crisis ts 9of puffy
rd n’9rce1 flags on Olt, Tiihn.
540-sons

This past week was one of incredible violence. On our television
sets we witnessed the horror of
wounded and dead teenagers, the
victims of an Arab terrorist attack,
and the devastation and death
Israeli bombs left in retaliation.
In our own country we watched
as the elusive SLA members
became very much with us as their
charred bodies were eventually
identified.
"Eulogy to Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.," by Robert F. Kennedy,
seemed especially appropriate.
This is a time of shame and
sorrow. It is not a day for
politics. I have saved this one
opportunity to speak briefly to
you about this mindless menace
of violence in America which
again today stains our land and
every one of our lives."
The victims of the violence are
Black and White, rich and poor,
young and old, famous and
unknown. They are most Uri-
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portant ot all human beings
whom other human being loved
and needed."
Kennedy seems to be saying that
there is another perspective from
which we can view violent events
such as those of last week.
This is a perspective which goes
past any political points-of-view
one might have had toward the
IsraPli, Arab or SLA.
No one, no matter where he
lives or what he does, can be
certain who next will suffer from
some senseless act of bloodshed.

And yet it goes on and on."
"We seemingly tolerate a rising
level of violence that ignores our
common humanity and claims to
civilization alike. We calmly
accept newpaper reports of
civilian slaughter in far-off
lands."
"We learn at the last to look at
our brothers as aliens, men with
whom we share a city, but not a
community. Men bound to us in
common dwellings, but not in
common effort".
"Violence breeds violence,
repression brings retaliation,
and only a cleansing of our whole

Today on seventh Street, there
will be a -sympathy strike" for
faculty that the University is
"dehiring." Students are being
asked to oppose the 80-20 interim
policy relating to faculty retention
on this campus.
Most of the students on this
campus do not know much or
anything about this 80-20 policy, let
alone how it will affect them. And
even more unfortunate, most
probably don’t care. It is because
of this said state of student inertia
that such policies come into being.
Not that students could stop such
policies from coming into
existance, but we could make it
more difficult.
If the great student "Wad" out
there will take the time today to
educate themselves on the subject,
they might realize that they have a
stake in this problem.
They might find that skipping
one day of classes in order to study
"contemporary academic reality"
is well worth the time. I urge them
to do so.
On the other hand, if today is
going to become an open
microphone on any topic that any
group has a gripe about ( as was
often the case in the anti-war
movement ),the general student
population will not get the full
impact of the importance of
today’s prupose-to study about,
speak about and learn about the 8020 interim policy I besides, the
"Wad" can’t take too much at one
time! )
It is my hope that students will
take off from their classes to come
to a serious discus,,ion on a very
serious topic. If they do, hopefully
they won’t find that they came
expecting to discuss one topic only
to find themselves at a National
Gripe Day.
Rick Marks
A.S. vice president

Mini-purge at ,SJSU
Editro:
A few weeks ago I wrote a letter
’ to the Spartan Daily wondering
what would be Bunzel’s reaction to
the 3518 student votes opposing the
80-20 policy. The answer finally
came Our vote was worthless
since we could not understand the
issues involved."
I personally feel that this condescending paternalistic attitude
of Bunzel’s is insulting to the
students’ intelligence and can only
come from a mind that has a
disdain for our rational capacities.
In reality, the issue of the 80-20
policy received wide coverage

from both its critics and its supporters in the weeks preceding the
elections. When the students made
their choice they knew that they
were voting to stop a bum deal that
was set up for them by the administration.
There is nothing too abstract or
uncomprehensible about the fact
that President Bunzel is presently
in the process of performing a
mini -purge at SJSU.
When 90 percent of the
economics students supported
seven young professors against
being fired, they were not dealing
with abstractions but with raw
reality. When the faculty personnel
committee in the Economics
Department voted to rehire the
seven popular professors, they
definitely knew what they were
doing; unless Dr. Bunzel decides
that tenured faculty are an
ignorant bunch, too.
What is at issue today is that
Bunzel and company are not too
happy with all those new smarts,
and they probably wish a state of
ignorance could have been
maintained. We are witnessing
some
interesting
delaying
maneuvers on the part of the administration who seems to have
decided that summer is the best
season for decisions. Under the
cover of an empty campus
anything can happen. For instance
we might come back from vacation
to find purged Economics, Drama,
Graduate
Mexican -American
Studies and Black Studies
Departments.
Wednesday, a one-day sympathy
strike was called to tell Bunzel that
we support some of the best
members or our faculty that are on
the firing line. We wish to let
Bunzel and the administration
know that students are a party in
anything that affects their
education directly.
On the other hand, we know that
summer is nearing and that Dr.
Bunzel might go about performing
his hacking job totally unoppossed.
But after summer comes fall and
we caution Dr. Bunzel not to band
on student forgetfulness.
L.S. Wilson
History Sophomore

Strike support

and slowly undermined.
Last year on the grounds that
general education should be taught
at jr. colleges, they phased out both
the tutorial and humanities
programs. At the end of last year,
after school ended, 11 Chicano
professors were fired unexpectedly.
Now we have the 80-20 policy,
which basically says to young,
minority and women professors,
"We’re not going to give you tenure
or any job security whether you’re
a
a good teacher or not." It’s
slap in the face to all AffirmaAve
Action programs.
For the minorities it’s ’last hired
and first fired’ all over again.
Mexican-American Studies, Asian
Studies, and Black Studies are all
being cut. This must be seen as
part of the overall repression
hitting Third World people in this
country.
And, last but not least, it’s a darn
good way of getting rid of an
anyone who rocks the boat. Bunzel
is always ranting and raving about
"academic freedom" but when
professors begin to expose the
system and encourage people to
become involved one way or
another, Bunzel comes down and
violates his own rules of
"academia." A good example of
this is in the Economics Department where they voted in as
department head one of the more
liberal professors. Bunzel didn’t
like him so he dictatorially
replaced him with his lackey.
(There are a number of teachers
in the Econ Department who face
being fired). In view of the national
economic and political crisis, it’s
not surprising that they’re (administration and those that control
them) trying to cut the roots of
political dissent at this time.
It’s not just here at State that we
see cutbacks and repressive
measures coming down. At
Madison, Wis., over 800 students
rallied to fight the cutting of Third
World centers on campus. Today is
a good beginning for not only the
struggle agains tthe 80-20 interim
policy but to begin to make the
university serve more the interests
of students, working and third
world people, rather than big
business.
Marjorie Drake
History sophomore
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KSJS answers chargesmielitiel
Why is it that when ever the
Spartan Daily prints something
about KSJS there are negative
overtones? Once again, in Kathy
Noon’s "Point of view," KSJS is
downgraded.
Admittedly there are flaws with
the station management and
programming. But even the
"major powerhouse medium"
Daily must have a few flaws of
their own.

to know that, as you looked upon
the world one day, your worst
complaint was typographical
errors.
Rita Maier
Biology Sophomore

R TTVC replys
Editor:
Upon reading Kathy Noon’s
editorial on the campus radio
station, KSJS, it is obvious she
doesn’t know what she’s talking
about.
Ms. Noon says KSJS "...could
provide an alternative with a
carefully structured series of
specials, panels, interviews,
documentaries, and features
focusing on the campus in particular."
Gee whiz Kathy, what a swell
idea! KSJS has been doing just that
for the last 11 years. Where have
you been?
KSJS runs a show every weekday
at 5:30 called Spectrum News. The
show covers campus news and
events. It is produced by the Radio
Television News Center, right next
door to the Spartan Daily.
As a matter of fact RTNC is
proud of the fact we usually scoop
the Daily, the campus’ "major
powerhouse medium" (that’s a
good one), on major campus
stories.
In addition to scooping the Daily
day in and day out, Spectrum
hasn’t had to run one correction
retraction all semester. Can the
Spartan Daily make that claim?
How’s that for "quality, accuracy,
and the needed incentive (for the
Daily) to maintain it’s own against
competition."
Kathy also suggests KSJS do a
Series on A.S. elections. Brilliant!
We did just that. KSJS monitored
returns on election night. An interesting footnote to this is that the
Spartan Daily staff came over to
the RTNC and listened to KSJS to
find out what was happening!
I sincerely hope Kathy gets it
together and checks her facts
before writing another editorial for
the campus’ "major powerhouse
medium".
George Sampson
Journalism Junior

Worst complaint
Editor:
The Radical Student Union
supports the sympathy strike in
support of the temporary teachers
whose jobs are threatened by the
80-20 interim policy.
Why? Because in the last few
years many of the gains made
during the Vs for more relevant
education, like the Third World
departments, are being threatened

Perhaps this means, when wit,
here that the majority of the SL/
has been either burned or shot tie
death, that instead of stopping at"they got what they deserve," wi
should try to understand whao
drove them to do what they did. 0
The magnatude of the violenci
which occured last week made mie
very much aware of something
Kennedy put so well... those whit
live with us are our brothers am,
they share the same short momenr
of life".
I
e

Guest column

The purpose of KSJS ( and for
that matter any other station ) by
Federal Communication Commission (FCC ) rules is for the
public’s "interest, convenience or
necessity." In short, it’s to serve
the community. KSJS probably
does this better than any other in
this area and this is reflected in our
programing which touches on
many facets.
The things which Miss Noon

Letters to the editor
"ASUP on strike"

society can remove this sicknesi
from our soul".

Editor:
Dr. Laurie, unfortunately, the
typesetters of the Spartan Daily
cannot take all the credit for Editor:
This school year, the coverage on
printing the paper. To name a few,
proof-readers and lay-up people the women’s intercollegiate sports
are required, along with the editor in the Spartan Daily has been the
who has to approve of every page best we have ever had. Over 20
articles or pictures concerning the
before it is printed.
Nevertheless, it was reassuring six women’s and one men’s teams

Yea sports desk

sponsored by our program have
been printed.
Our intercollegiate office is very
grateful for this coverage. It is
great when the college campus is
informed that their women’s intercollegiate team members are
qualifying for and placing in
national competition.
We hope that coverage of
women’s intercollegiate sports will
continue to grow in the future.
Linda Golden
WISDA President
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mentioned are not new to us. But
apparently she is not completely
familar with the programing ol
KSJS. We are hardly a "top-40’
music station nor do we try tt
achieve that goal. We do allow eact
disc jockey the freedom to play his
own kind of music but it’s not in z
"top-40" format. It is because ol
this that we have many differerr
types of music played..
We are not a complete music
station nor will we ever be. We
carry live the broadcast of the Sar
Jose City Council meeting. We
covered live music from the
campus." We are the only station ir
San Jose to cover the Spartar
football, basketball and basebal
games. We have had our
registration broadcast durinj
registration week at which time we
passed on information to students
about how things are going. Durint
finals we provide our audience
( which is basicly made up o
students) with 24 hours of music
The Daily isn’t even in print durint
finals.
Miss Noon also mentions money
and advertising. The FCC doesn’t
allow us to receive money frorr
advertisers, unlike the Daily. So we
could never compete on that level
The university has given the statior
$35,000 but this IT oney is not for
programming. We still rely on A.S
funds and donations from group:
like the Alumni Association ane
Foundation
for
Spartan
programing and this amount
varies each year.
Her ( Miss Noon ) mention of the
KSJS staff as a group of
unimaginative students might be
only slightly true. It might be more
correct to say it’s a group of
studcnts who are fed up with not
being recognized and cut down. We
are a group of students who want
jobs in radio like I am sure there
are Daily staff members who want
jobs on newspapers.
In order to run a station it is true
that you need a good management.
But that management should be
paid or don’t expect long hours to
be put in. Our management isn’t
paid like the Daily editor is. But we
do try our hardest to reach a
professional level and also realize
we don’t always achieve that goal.
KSJS is headed in the right
direction and could improve if the
University would recognize us and
the Daily would not always write
articles about the "fate of KSJS."
We do some things that are good, or
haven’t you noticed?

WOULD BE WRONG- !$
"WE COULD KEEP THE JEWELS, PAT, BUT IT

-11

Editor’s note
Kent Hutchings is the former editor of
the Veneeremos newpaper. Veneeremos was a Maoist organization In
the Bay Area,

Potential
friend
not
perpetual
enemy

Almost since the beginning of the
spring semester, the Spartan Daily
has been under nearly constant attack
by SJSU’s radicals.
The first focus of criticsm was a
new Daily policy that, henceforth,
there would be an editorial page only
three times a week.
Recently, that criticism has been
expanded. A variety of radical groups
issued a set of four demands on the
Spartan Daily staff. Briefly, they are:
1. The Daily devote one page every
week to "community," and national
and international news, to be written
by radicals.
2. Articles that are "censored or
butchered" should be labeled "censored."
3. The Daily should figure out a way
to allow anonymous articles and
letters to appear in its pages.
4. There must be an editorial page
every day of the week.
The criticism has not been limited
to these demands. The Daily and,
more particularly, its editors have
been labeled as "racists," -fascists,"
"reactionaries," "mouthpieces for
President Bunzel," and worse. The
words used in the criticisms make it
seem like the Daily is being edited by
the ghost of Joseph Goebbels.
There can be no denying that many
of these criticisms have substance.
But many of the criticisms have
come to pass because of the radicals’
own ignorance and consequent
mishandling of the situation. They
have not conducted even the most

cursory investigation of the purpose
and methods of operation of the Daily
and they have either not investigated
or consciousl!, ignored alternatives to
all-out war with the Daily staff.
First off, the Daily is not run by the
A.S. The only connection the A.S. has
with the Daily is to give it $30,000 a
year-which is only part of the Daily’s
operating budget ( the rest comes
mostly from ads, while things like
maintaining a news room paid by the
administration 1.
Basically legal control of the Daily
has been given by the administration
to the Department of Journalism and
it is the professors and instructors in
this department who have the immediate responsibility and authority
to publish it.
Second, the principal purpose of the
Daily is not to provide a daily
newspaper to the university community. The principal purpose of the
Daily is to provide a means whei,iby
journalism students ( in advertising,
reporting, editing, and photography)
can improve their skills. The question
of the Daily serving the community is
secondary. In the course catalog the
Daily is accurately described as a
"laboratory" for which journalism
students receive three units of credit.
Third, the editors of the Daily have
almost no control over the size of the
paper. This is determined by the
number of ads the ad staff has been
able to sell.
Fourth, the editor of the Daily has
almost no immediate control over the
day-to-day operations of the paper.
She does not determine what stories,
columns, and letters will appear, nor
does she decide where they will be
placed in the paper. This comes about
because the Daily is trying to give as

Philosopher retiring after 20 years

Bunzel
By Dyane Hendricks
"It’s a blunt stubborn fact
that we are in an enrollment
recession," according to San
University
Jose
State
President John H. Bunzel.
"We didn’t create it, we
don’t want it, but we’re going
to have to live with it," he
said.
According to Bunzel, there
are several reasons for the
enrollment drop.
The general drop in
population since the end of
the World War II "baby
boom" and the end of the
Vietnam War and the draft
mean male students no
longer feel they have to go to
school to escepe the army,
Bunzel said.
The most olvious effect of
this drop, said Bunzel, wil
be faculty lay-offs.
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1114
Second class postage paid at San
Member of
Jose. California
California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
PreSS Published daily by San Jose
State University. except Saturday
and Sunday, during the College
year
The opinions epresSed
herein are not necessarily those of
the ASSOCiated Students, the
College Adminstr at ion or the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising Subscriptions ac
c epted only on a remainder of
Full academic
semester basis
year, beach Semester. 54 50 Off
,arnpus price per COPY, 10 cents
Phone 277 3111 Advertising 277
1171 Press ot Erich Printing, San
JOSe

with Albert Camus in Italy
where }Tellico lived for the
first 20 years of his life.
Fallico said he was a
student of the liberal
philosopher Benedetto Croce
until Bonito Mussolini and
the despotism which existed
in Italy made it necessary
for him to escape.
From Italy Fallico went to
New York where he painted
smoke stacks for a living
until it was discovered he
had no union card.
He said he then went to
Chicago, where he continued
his studies at Northwestern
University, received his
M.A., Ph.D., and taught for
10 years.
While at Northwestern he
was asked by a dean at the
university to go to San Jose
State where there was no
Philosophy Department.
}Tellico is responsible for
the
SJSU
establishing
Philosophy Department.
Commenting on the violent
events of the past week,
!Tellico said, "I view it as a
world phenomenon. Terror
and violence are a grave
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many students as possible experience
in running a newspaper. So, there are
individuals who are responsible for
various decisions.
The responsiblity of the editor is to
set over-all policy and, more importantly, to ensure that this threering circus somehow produces a
newspaper every day.
Fifth, there exists a monthly
newspaper which is controlled, as well
as financed by the A.S. and which
purports to have as its principal objective the serving of the community.
Sixth, any San Jose State Student
can become a member of the Daily
staff simply by declaring a journalism
minor and taking nine units of prerequisite courses.
The point of all this is that the
radicals, through their utter lack of
investigation, have engaged in
exactly the worst possible form of
struggle to change the Daily’s
editorial policies.
The first question that comes to my
mind is why the hell even try to
change the Daily’s policies? You
would think that Sedition would serve
admirably as a vehicle for the
radicals’ ideas. That, I am led to
believe, is why the paper was funded
by the A.S. in the first place.
The second question is, if the
radicals are actually convinced that

the Daily is so important to their
political work, why haven’t they just
taken it over? All they’d have to do is
get 10 or 15 of their number to become
Daily staff members and they would
be able to do almost anything they
wanted to do with the Daily.
The third question is, if the radicals
are sincere about wanting to change
the Daily, why have they set about
this task in a manner guaranteed to
drive the staff straight into the arms
of the administration?
As any person who has done public
relations work with the media knows,
the key to getting favorable coverage
lies in building personal relationships
with key editors and reporters. This is
even more true in the case of radical
P.R. work, because radicals have no
enormous advertising budgets with
which to twist newspapers’ arms.
I think that the radicals should reassess their position and move in
different directions to get the media
channels they deserve.
On immediate action they could
take is to start using Sedition in place
of the once-a-week page they demand
from the Daily. This would have the
obvious advantage of giving them a
much greater amount of space for
their ideas.
Another thing they could do is to
start writing letters and columns for

Harrises, Patty

Fallico awakened youth
By Geri Remley
"I am very proud that as a
teacher I could awaken
students to participate in
affairs of the community, the
state and the world", said
SJSU Philosophy Prof.
Arturo }Tellico.
Faille() will speak on
"Education and Moral
Leadership" today at 3:30
p.m. in the University
Theater.
The speech marks the
beginning of a new program
called "President’s Annual
Scholar’s Address."
In an interview with the
Spartan Daily, Faille() said,
’’The awakening of the youth
has opened up the way for a
kind of cleansing and self
criticism in our society,
which I feel is very hopeful."
}Tellico, who has been a
member of the SJSU faculty
since 1948, will be retiring at
the end of this academic
year.
His interest in philosophy
came as a result of his encounters with the Italian
underground during World
War II and his interactions

Daily Forum

Arturo Fallico
indication of a sort of
collapse in our values in
western civilization."
He said he thinks that if
there is going to be a rebirth,
then America is the one
place that this can take
place.
This, he said, is because
"every where else the forces
of repression and centralization of authority in

government are ready to
spring forth."
Fallico is author of several
books and monographs,
including "The Quest for
Authentic Existence" and
"Art and Existentialism."
The books he said "emphasize individual freedom
without which all the values
of our existence become
distorted and fake."

still sought by FBI
SAN FRANCISCO (AP
Aside from newspaper
heiress Patricia Hearst, the
only persons still sought in
connection with the Symbionese Liberation Army are
a young couple from the
Midwest named Bill and
Emily Harris.
"We’re not looking for
anyone else," said Special
FBI Agent Charles Bates, in
charge of the San Francisco
office.
The Harrises are being
sought as "armed and extremely dangerous" SLA
members. Along with Miss
Hearst, 20, they are wanted
complaints
on
federal
charging illegal possession
and use of automatic
weapons.
They last were seen in Los
Angeles a few hours before
the fiery shootout last Friday
at a home in which six SLA
members were killed.
For William Harris, 29, the
role of armed fugitive was an
ironic contrast with his
lifestyle of a few years ago.
in
His
ex-landlady
Bloomington, Ind., where he

attended the University of
Indiana, recalled that after
serving with the Marines in
Vietnam, Harris told her he
"never owned a gun and
didn’t ever want to."
In November, 1971, while
attending the university,
Harris met and married
Emily
Schwartz
of
Clarendon Hills, Ill., two
years his junior.
He got high grades while
earning a masters degree in
urban education, and Emily
taught high school French
and
English
after
graduating.
They went to Berkeley in
June, 1973-about five months
before the SLA burst into
newspaper headlines by
claiming responsibility for
assassinating Oakalnd
school Supt. Marcus Foster.
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SJSU in ’enrollment recession’
In addition, with the exception of the new library
scheduled to be built by 1976,
Bunzel said he doubted if
SJSU will have any new
buildings on campus for
several years because of the
decrease.
Tuition will rise
"Even though we are
losing students, tuition will
continue to rise," Bunzel
said. "The cost of education,
like the cost of everything
else, is going up and there is
no conceivable way we can
keep it down."
"High school students are
now choosing to attend
junior colleges because they
are less expensive and
usually more accessible in
terms of commuting," explained Bunzel.
"In fact, many high school
students are not even going
to school after their senior
year," Bunzel said.

the Daily on a consistent basis,
covering subjects other than just how
fucked the Daily is-something that
they have so far failed (for the most
part) to do.
Another thing would be to talk to
next year’s editor (the present staff
will exist only until the end of this
semester) as a potential friend instead of as an obvious enemy.
Another thing would be for some of
these radicals to start working
towards becoming members of the
Daily staff, so they could change its
political direction from within.
The response of the radicals to these
suggestions will determine, in my
mind, just how sincere they are in
their efforts to change the Daily. If
they continue on their present course
if attacking the Daily as an agent of
the ruling class of the United States, it
can only prove their abyssmal
ignorance and their desperation to
find an issue around which to struggle
tic cover up the bankruptcy of their
efforts to organize students around
much more politically important
questions.
If the radical attacks continue in
their present vein, the Daily staff
should keep in mind the words of Mao
Tse-tung: "No investigation, no right
to speak."
Kent W. Hutchings

FOURS, handicap

School of Humanities and
Asked about the possibility
Arts, his school is also ex- of SJSU ever gaining in
signups individually or as a
periencing a jump in enrollment again, Bunzel
team until Friday, June 7.
enrollment.
said, "There are those who
information at the desk
"With the exception of argue that San Jose will
foreign
language
and grow as it has in the past but
philosophy, we grew in the they are just deceiving
However, emphasis on fall semester with 680
themselves."
"job getting" can also be students," he said.
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of the School of Applied Arts
I
students-students who are
and Sciences. "But now the
load or I
12-unit
carrying
a
requirements for jobs are
I
1
getting tougher and students more.
"There was a .01 per cent
are finding there are fewer
increase in enrollment over
I
jobs than people."
1
last year which is far under
what we had estimated," i
Career oriented
(Cut out
I
1
However,
he
added, Bunzel said.
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"Instead, they are getting
jobs, joining the Peace Corps
or other things," Bunzel
said. "Many feel a college
education is not necessary to
get a good job."
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Jack Anderson
rekindles fire
under Nixon

Barbara Harrison

Bill Withers captivates Berkeley crowd at 8th Annual Jazz festival

Withers wows ’em at Berkeley
By Barbara Harrison
Bundled against the cold with blankets, coats and sleeping
bags, an approximated 2,000 people rose to honor Bill
Withers, Friday night, with a standing ovation.
Jam packed
Five thousand people packed into Berkeley’s Greek
Theater for the opening night of the 8th annual 11.(.. Jazz
Festival.
Withers opened the show with his latest hit single, "Lean on
Me," creating the effervescent mood that pervaded the rest
of the concert.
Crowd goes wild
As Withers approached the center stage, the crowd seemed

SCHOLARSHIPS
Are you spending your summer in San Francisco? If so, we have several positions open,
working with other young men and women.
Our summer positions include fantastic pay,
terrific co-ed working conditions and the opportunity for the fun -filled, exciting summer
You’ll never forget. Our students can win
Trips, Scholarships and Prizes.
For your chance to qualify, call 563-2148
now. Monday thru Friday between 9:00 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m. and have your job waiting.

PRIZES

TRIPS

THE"-4Z6A""A quick lunch on the upstairs
deck, or an intimate candlelight evening, the Garret is
the place to go. our selection
of fine local wines, hot gourmet
sandwiches, cold beer, cheese
fondues and entertainment rues.
thru Sat, make the Garret an
unforgettable experience.

THE GARRET
in the Pruneyard

11:00AM-2:00AM
371-6505

to sense the song that was coming. When the first few bars of
the song hit the cold night air, the crowd went wild.
Everyone sings
Old, young, black and white, everyone could relate to the
song and everyone sang
"Lean on Me
When you’re not strong
I’ll be your friend
I’ll help you carry on."
Featured with Withers were such Jazz artists as Larry
Correll, Gary Harts and Amad Jamel.
All were great. All were well received, but no one won their
hearts like Withers.

’Applause
males and gaiety
By Joan Baldwin
In an atinosphere not unlike a three-ring circus, vivacious
female impersonater, Charles Pierce captivated his
audience at San Francisco’s California Hall Theatre, in his
starring role as Margo Charming, in the musical "Applause.’
The practically all-male audience, laced with a few hetero
couples, provided some interesting scenes previous to the
play and during intermission when they all stormed downstairs to the boys room.
Pierce, who refers to himself as "a stand-up comic in a
dress," appeared resplendent in a clinging silver sequined
gown, complete with cleavage. He burst into the opening
scene through a chorus line of high -kicking dancers.
"Applause" is the story of actress Margo Charming who is
upstaged by her sweet, yet bitchy understudy, Eve
Harrington, played by Audrey Holmes.
Holmes lacks vocal color. Sonic of her lines sounded as if
they were dredged from rote mei iiory instead of the words of
the actress she portrayed.
Watching the cutthroat life style of the theater, Pierce and
the vivacous dancers wonder, musically, what keeps them in
this business, reasoning that it’s the hunger for "the taste of
the sound that says love. . . Applause!"
Aside from the fact that Pierce’s deep sandy voice is a bit
of a shock, corning from that feminine form, he is not only
believable as Margo Charming, but he carries off the role
with such finesse that one must remind theinself that "she"
is a lie.
The dancers were exceptional, tapping their feet on top,
around and under tables in "Cabaret" fashion. Walnut
Creek’s Mike Biagi directed the vibrant orchestra with such
intense enjoyment as he leaped into the air signaling a coda,
that he became an act in himself. At times the score became
overwhelming, making the fantastically funny lines indistiguishable.
Two big pluses in the performance were Tony Michaels, as
Duane, and Lynne Jassem as Bonnie. Backing Pierce,
vocally, and leading the chorus, these two sparkled in the
title song "Applause," singing of their dedication and poking
fun at conniving Eve, who was found that beds are easy
stepping stones up the ladder leading to success in the
theater.
It is theater at its finest and one laugh after another.

A NOSTALGIC RETROSPECTIVE
OF CLASSIC 1950’s TELEVISION

By Joan Baldwin
Exhibiting a perfect sense
of timing, famed columnist
Jack Anderson has released
his book "The Anderson
Papers" ( Ballentine Books,
$1.75), rekindling the dying
flames under the smoldering
Nixon regime before the
fires can be dampened by the
public’s weariness and
apathy concerning
Watergate.
In his book, Anderson files
fully
and
indepth
a
documented report on the
Watergate coverup and the
heavyhanded control that
ITT wields, as this world
wide enterprise successfully
attempts to control not only
the U.S. government, but
also the governments of
foreign countries, with
devastating results.
In the first part, "From
Watergate,"
ITT
to
Anderson exposes Donald
Nixon’s (Richard’s brother)
shady dealings with Howard
Hughes, Dila Beard’s sudden
lapse of memory concerning
her damning memo, and the
farcical trial of Richard
K leindest.
In part two, "The Eagleton
Affiar." Anderson reveals
how he blew a story.
Anderson disclosed unproven evidence concerning
Eagleton’s drunk driving
record, before he had the
documents in hand.,
This premature disclosure
cause Anderson’s sources to
clam up, and he was forced
to retract his story, although
when the book went to press
he still believed it was true.
Anderson reveals in part
three, "The FBI Story," that
racism and voyeurism taint
many reports that fill the
files of famous people. Their
only crime, Anderson states,
is being black or conflicting
with Hoover’s victorian
morals.

The remainder of the book
deals with the tiny nation of
Bangladesh, in" Bangladesh
Using
Birth by Fire.
documents and memos as
evidence, Anderson shows
how Nixon and Kissinger let
their desires for Pakistanian
victory over India to
jeperdize thousands of lives
and deceive the American
public about the extent of
involvement in that war.
"The Anderson Papers" is
journalism in its finest.
Everything is amply attributed, well written and
thought provoking, if not
downright horrifying.
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SOCIAL AWARENESS SERIES
QUESTION AIRE
Dear student: Please help us to find out what you think
about the Social Awareness Series by filling out this questionaire,
cutting it out, and returning it to our boxes at:
Student Union Information Desk
Peanuts
West Hall

1. Please check the programs you have attended:
Forums

Sunday Flicks

"State of Siege"
0
"Battle of Algiers"
"Burn"
"Ramparts of Clay"
"Millhouse"
"Raisin in the Sun"

n
n

American Graffitti (Part 1) of the 60’s
American Graffiiti (Part 2) of the 60’s
The Woman Question
African Liberation
Chicano Struggle
Struggle
American
Latin
From Civil Rights to Black Liberation
Arab-Israeli Debate
Nixon-Kissinger Doctrine
Is the Viet-Nam War Over?
Energy Crisis Debate

2. What are some of your criticisms of the Series?
These hysterically funny films
are extremely rare early kinescopes blown up to 16 mm
movies. This fabulous show of
the year will be shown:
GROUCHO MARX in
YOU BET YOUR LIFE
119581
Features Grouch, George
Fienamon, and the Mad
Duck who popS in when
the Secret Word is said.
Groucho’s insane contestants fond* include the
San Fransisco zoo keeper
who sleeps with the
animals!
SUPERMAN 119551
Streak! Streak! Stars
George Reeves, Perry
White and Lois Lane. A
special epidose made for
the U.S. Treasury Dept. in
willch Superman tells
youngsters of the virtues
In buying government savings bonds. A howl!

RICHARD NIXON’S
CHECKERS SPEECH
119521
The President is accused of
corruption! The most
transparently tradulent
speech in the history of
American politics. This one
will bring the house down!

AMOS ’N ANDY 119521
Perhaps your only chance
to see again a riotously
funny episode from a legendary shnw. In this one.
Andy and the Kingfish
throw a monkey wrench
into a United States Defense factory that’s in the
bomb manufacturing business.

ELVIS PRESLEY ON
ED SULLIVAN 119551
Elvis was censored frorn
the waist down! as he
pounded out Don’t Be
Cruel and Love Me Tender
An utterly magical piece of
Purest nostalgia. Don’t
miss it.

Wed. & Thurs.
May 22nd & 23rd
7:00 & 10:00 P.M.
Morris Daily

SERGEANT BILK 119581
Hysterically wild as Phil
Silvers as con -man Ernie
Bilko leads Colonel HMI
through Nick’s Diner on
hit way loan AWOL wed
dingand on the night of
the War Games!

Auditorium
Student $1.00
General $1.50

3. What did you particularly like about the Series?
4. What are some specific topics or films you would like to see
as part of the Series in the Fall semester?
Thank you
The Social Awareness Series are co-sponsored by the Associated
Students and the Anti-Imperialist Coordinating Committee.

Fr.
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S.U. purchases
Norman painting

Patty Page,
4 Mills at
Circle Star

According to John Carr,
Art Program director for the
S.U., informed the board
that not only would it be the
purchase of a fine artwork,
but added, "it would also be
an investment."
After reviewing all of
Norman’s paintings that
were
shown,
Banquet
recieved the most votes from
the Board and a motion was
made to purchase the
painting.
Norman’s paintings have
been described as prophetic,
very elaborate and detailed.
His themes deal with war,
death, greed, exploitation,
man’s inhumanity to man
and man’s own self-created
rat race.
"He deals with present day
life situations," Carr added.
portrays
"Banquet
representatives of different
beliefs, sitting around a
table --dead and empty,"
Carr said. He added that
every inch of the painting is
covered with symbolism.

The nostalgic lyrics of
"Cab Driver" and -The
Naughty Lady of Shady
Lane" will fill the Circle Star
Theater as the Mills
Brothers share the stage
with Patty Page, May 24-26.
This will be the first time
in 25 years that Page has
been to the Bay. Area. She
was noted for singing
"Allegheny: Moon",
-Mockingbird Hill" and
-The Tennessee Waltz."
Page is now concentrating
on the country western genre
with songs like "Someone
Caine to See Me In The
Middle Of The Night" and
"Hush
Hush
Sweet
Charlotte."
Performance time Friday
and Saturday is 8:30 p.m.
and at 3 and 7: 30 p.m.
Sunday.

Banquet, a painting by
Irving Norman has been
purchased by the Student
Union Board of Governors
ISUBG for $5,000.
In an earlier meeting of
the SUBG a decision was
made to purchase one of the
Norman paintings that were
shown in the S.U. Gallery
ast month.
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You
may not realize that
You
can teach an A.S. Leisure Service Class
And
get paid for it tool!
If you have any experience in any
leisure activity or craft such as:
*Cook ing
*Stain Glass
*Wood Working
*Dancing
*Ceramics

*Bike Repair
*House Plants
*Jewelry Making
*Appliance Repair
*or anything else...

Contact PENNY TERRY, Leisure Services
Coordinator in the Student Activities
Officein the old cafeteriafor
further information ---27 7-2 792

WE NEED
YOUR
BOOKS!
Each paperback you sell to Roberts will be
recycled for the beginning of next semester.
Rather than boxing them for sale in mid semester, Roberts gives you the opportunity to save on your book purchases at the
beginning of the semester.

Albert Reavis
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People of New Hope Valley repent in "Susannah"

Cast convincing

%IF

"Susan nah"excel lent

the big -bad-world to look
By Alfred J. Bru
With the splendor that first for the bad instead of
elaborate operatic voices the good in humanity.
and plush orchestration can
Led by Elder McLean,
provide, SJSU’s Drama and Elder Gleaton and Elder
Music departments com- Hays, the townsfolk further
bined Friday night in the hound Susannah by forcing
Main Theater to present the local idiot, Little Bat
Carlisle Floyd’s country McLean, to publicly lie and
flavored musical drama tell the people the Susannah
"Susannah."
seduced him.
It would seem difficult to
Earl Davies characterized
imagine a believable per- Little Bat as a bumbling fool,
formance of an opera that is so insecure of himself that he
set in the rolling hills of stutters and is barely able to
Tennessee, complete with stand still.
Justifying
their
hillbillys and drenched with
Southern jargon.
rightousness in condemning
This is because the term Susannah, the townsfolk turn
"opera" usually conjures to to an evangelist, Olin Blitch,
mind a hefty woman shat- who was commendibly
tering glasses with com- played by Ronald Gerald.
plicated Italian falsettos,
Gerald had the task of
however,
Floyd’s inserting a dual personality
"Americanized" opera of good and evil in the
successfully fuses, in sim- preacher who not only
plistic terms, the trials of clenses souls through bapsimple people within a tism but also does some soul
searching when lie seduces
simple plot.
and
then
"Susannah" was also Susannah
highlighted by the fact that proclaims her guiltless of
virtually all aspects of the sin.
production was performed
The best scene of the play
with professional precision occurs at the New Hope
in that the singing, acting Church in
which the
and orchestrations were preacher Blitch fanatically
flawless.
entrances the townsfolk to
The play concerned itself "praise the Lord" because
with
the
trials
and "tomorrow might be the
tribulations of a hillbilly girl, end."
Susannah, who becomes the
All the scenes occur in the
victim if the cruel and surreal settings designed by
malicious gossip of the Donamarie Reeds, which
people of New Hope Valley, suggest the interior of a
church and the earthy
Tenn.
Nancy Tuthill gave a confines of a log cabin.
As Susannah, distracted
of
portrayal
stirring
Susannah, whose beauty and from reality because of the
innocent habit of bathing "au contradictions of her "neighnaturel" in a secluded creek bors," becomes distraught
convinces the townsfolk that and laughs hysterically after
she is possessed by the devil her brother, Sam, avenges
and that it is their duty to her horror of being abused
exorcise her with a "public by murdering the preacher.
confession."
Susannah always seeks the
reassuring arms of her
brother, Sam Polk, deftly
played by Gerald Johnson,
who explains to his grieving
Professor Paul Oler of
sister that the townsfolk are New College will lead
so "short on kindness" that it today’s book talk on "per"must make the Good Lord sonal Growth," a book by C.
sad."
Moustakas.
The plot plays on people’s
The talk will be held at
morals and Sam tells 12:30 in Room A of the
Susannah that it is the way of Spartan Cafeteria.

Book talk
held today

On Tenth Street

Remember a loved one’s Birthday. Spartan Daily
Classified 277-3175,
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VETERANS!
ADVANCE PAYMENT APPLICATIONS
FOR FALL SEMESTER 1974 ARE NOW
BEING TAKEN AT REGISTRARS
OFFICE, WINDOW 6, 4TH AND SAN
FERNANDO, REQUESTS FOR ADVANCED PAY MUST BE SUBMITTED
TO THE VETERANS CLERK, REGISTRARS OFFICE IN PERSON BEFORE
JULY 5, 1974 IN ORDER TO INSURE
PROMPT PAYMENTS.
ADVANCE PAY WILL ALLOW YOU TO
GET YOUR FEES PAID EARLY AND
TAKE UP THE SLACK IN INCOME
FORM THE END OF SUMMER JOB TO
YOUR FIRST REGULAR CHECK,
SEE YOUR VETERANS CLERK
(window 6) TODAY!!!

NEE D MONEY?

30
-4w
south
central ave.
campbell calif.

Mikel Dean, Philip Olds
and Norman DeVol are quite
adept as the leader of the
townsfolk with Elizabeth
Lewis, Deborah Howard and
Patricia Spann portraying
their wives.
"Susannah" plays again
tonight and will continue
until Saturday. Ticket information can be reached by
phoning 277-2777.

Presents
WED
THUR
FRI
SAT
SUN
MON
TUE
WED

Alexander

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

to perform

TRUCK IN’
ROBBIN FORD
TRUCK IN’
TRUCKIN’
CLOSED
CLOSED
JACKSON STREET BAND
TRUCK IN’

PLENTY TO EAT & DRINK

Dave
pianist,
Jazz
Alexander, will play tonight
at 8 in the S.U. Ballroom.
Alexander is returning to
SJSU on request after a
successful concert here last
semester.
Tickets are now on sale in
the A.S. office.

SUMMER IN THE CITY
Community
Advocacy Training Program
Two intensive training sessions that will develop essential skills
needed for the solving of America’s crisis in the cities,
Theoretical and Practical Knowledge:
Grass roots organizing techniques (successful use of existing
resources as basis for change).
Administrative know-how through actual experience in direct
ing programs.
Public speaking (training in making public presentations, atriculation of feelings and ideas)
Recruitment of volunteers (motivation through shared experience, orientation to goals, etc.).
Research, analysis, and implementation of solutions to particu
lar problems.
Proposal writing (development of ability to critically analyze
situations and translate perceptions of problems into proposal
form).
Writing and publication (newsletter, press releases, informational
packets).
Hustling lone of the more important tools needed by an
organizer).
Community outreach education (bringing the word of your
experiences to the outside world).
Crisis intervention training (how to handle potentially problem
situations calmly and effectively).
Counseling (simple techniques for resolving of personal problems
through normal interaction).
Advocacy (how to determine particular individuals problems,
carrying that problem to social agency for resolution).
Enrollment

in

training

Two sessions.

program

June 24
August 5

University credit;
August 2 (six weeks);
August 30 (four weeks)

COMM:MITT OF COMMIRTDEZ
CONTACT:

San Jose State University
79 South Fifth Street
San Jose, California 95112
1408) 292 3313
295 1771
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Summer entertainment aimed at S.J. residents A tentative summer entertainment schedule which includes performances by Cal Tjader and the New
Shakespeare Company was approved by the A.S. Program
Commission during its meeting Monday.
Working within a budget of $9,250 of which approximately
$5,90e will be used for entertainment, the commission
reviewed many proposals. They also approved suggestions
presented by Firouz Sedarat, member of the Social
Awareness Committee.
Sedarat presented a list of programs the committe had
approved and expressed a desire in implementing.
"We tried to approve programs which will reach people

NEW YORK
CHARTER
Si

HAWAII
June 15th -26th
Only $185.00
Housing Programs

June 5th
S109 00
TWA 707

available

Charter flights available only to students, faculty,
staff and their immediate families of San Jose
State University.
For information and reservations, phone or stop by
and ask Barbara Nevins
255 E SANTA CLARA ST. No.710 SAN JOSE,
CALIF. 95113 PHONE (408)287-8240

STUDENT SERVICES WEST
f are based on pro rata share of minimum group 40 and in.
..udes an administrative fee of $15. Fare is in accordance
th tarriff on file vvith the CAB and includes all taxes.
Fare may vary based on the actual number of passengers
travelling. Aircraft used are 8707 or DC8 or DC10 or 8747 lets.

CAMBRIAN CINEMAS 1 & 2
late HILLSDALE.
CCHINED HILLSDALE II CAMDEN. SAN LOU

THE FIRST TWIN
ADULT THEATR
’-’
OPEN 10 a.m. DAILY
NTH MIN NICHE

LOAN Of MI PAWS

who live and work in the community near the school," he
said. The people who have to commute to school during
summer leave as soon as class is over. This is the reason the
committee chose to pick programs which would be interesting to those who live in the area, said Sedarat.
Proposals made by the Social Awarness Committee
comprise approximatly 45 per cent of the summer entertainment schedule.
Many of the programs will be held outdoors, near the
campus fountain area. Michael White and his band will be
among the acts that will participate in the "lawn concerts."
The commission approved a series of films to be shown on
Wednesdays during the 10-week summer session. After an

hour of deliberation the commission and Sedarat agreed to
show the films as a double feature rather than on separate
evenings. This will save the group enough money to sponsor
additional programs.
Ted Gehrke, commission adviser, cautioned members to
keep a close watch on what kind of programs are approved.
Gehrke, who has done previous summer programming, read
to Commission members the results of a poll on student interests regarding summer entertainment. The poll had been
taken by members of last year’s summer entertainment
group.
"I am not saying this poll should be followed strictly when
considering acts, but it does reveal where the interests of

Student internship program
status in question for fall 1974
by Chris Weinstein
will
be
Internships
available next semester, but
under what auspices is not
clear.
An internship is when a
student works for a business
or organization related to his
field of study to receive
college credit, pay or both.
"Internships provide
students with the opportunity to gain experience
which should help develop
their career plaits," explained AS. President Ruth
Leonardi.
Last spring during the A.S.
election
campaigning.
Leonardi revived the 10year-old proposal to create
an Institute of Urban Affairs
which would coordinate city
positions with a university
internship program.
Currently, through individual departments, there
are off-campus programs
where students can receive
college credit.
The programs vary in

scope and rely on what
fiscal
resourcesfaculty,
and connectionsthe particular department can
sacrifice.
"I’d like to see internships
available to everybody in
any major and I think the
institiute might expand the
internship programs, in that
direction," said Bob Hansen,
who coordinated efforts to
get the institute off the
this
board
planning
semester.
About two months ago
SJSU donated office space
and equipment to the institute and a few work-study
positions were approved.
-The city was enthusiastic
about the prospect of using
the university resources to
help cope with the country’s
needs," said Joanne Gribble
who, through work-study,
investigated the institute’s
possibilities.
Gribble, who contacted 14
departments, found the
generally
response

favorable.
There were questions
about adequate supervision
and qualms about departments losing the jurisdiction
to set up the criteria for their
majors.
For example, Chairman
Leslie H. Janke of the
Librarianship Department,
welcomed the idea of expansion for the internship
program, but expressed
concern that his faculty
would be spread too thin in
supervising the interns.
The city of San Jose
considered lending one fulltime staff person to be the
insitute’s first director for
the first year.
"Due to a tremendous
crunch in our budget there
will be no new positionsincluding
an
institute
director," explained City
Administratior Tom Maser,
who has been advising the
student coordinators of the
institute.
"It appears that the in-

stitute has died for right
now," said Gribble in
response to the no director
annoucement.
The next step is to apply
for
a
federal
InterGovernmental
Administration grant, advised Maser.
If the grant comes
through, the program will be
underway in October.
"In
the
meantime,
students interested in doing
an internship should contact
their department office,"
recommended
student
coordinator Hansen.

summer students lie," he said
"For example, we found the area of guest speakers was II.
particularly weak. Only a small number of people expressed
a desire to have more of this type of prgram," said Gehrke. of
Sedarat agreed and said summer programming should be
"strictly entertaining" and not of a -political nature."

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

NOW INTERVIEWING
FOR 3
JUDICIARY POSITIONS
Application DeadlineMay 24

INTERESTED? CONTACT
AL FARLEY,
A.S. Personnel Officer,
A.S., College Union

277-3201

KSJS

90.7 FM

iiNIMININ=11111111111111

XEROX
I Copies I
Each I

"DEEP THROAT"
4

"THE DPEVIl AND
MISS JONES"

I

8’4 x 11" loose sheet

(110IM IN COLOR)

"DEEP
THROAT"

IS ALSO PLATING
AT

STARRING

DOWNTOWN
SAN IOSE

LINDA LOVELACE

’

1 A merican
’Copy Service
I

PARISTHEATRE

STUDENT DISCOUNT
$1.00 OFF
When you bring this ad

273 E. San Fernando
next to Peanuts
295-7778
or 444 E. Santa Clara
between 9th & 10th
295 6600

I Present This AD
(One per person)
&Ofiar expires June 6,

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
Intercultural Steering Committee

"FOREIGN STUDENTS &
IMMIGRATION OFFICE
REGULATIONS"
Al) foreign students are urged to attend this program.
Bring your questions and ideas. An Immigration attorney
will be present to answer your questions about new
regulations, etc...

THURSDAY, MAY 23, 7:00 p.m.
INTERCULTURAL CENTER
(NEW WINESKIN)
10th & San Fernando

I

I
I

Burglary suspects
arrested by police
University police arrested
two suspects at the scene of
Sunday’s burglary of the
Spartan Bookstore, according to Chief of Security
Earnest Quinton.
Willis Edwardson Lower,
19, of Eighth Avenue, San
Francisco, and a junvenile
whose name is being
withheld by police have been
arrested and charege with
burglary,
first degree
arrest
and
resisting
possession of state keys,
according to Quinton.
Nothing was taken, according to the police report.
Officer Larry James
confronted the suspects
inside the bookstore at 9:20
p.m. Sunday. The suspects
then made a rapid exit and
James chased them through
the Student Union and across
Ninth Street, according to
Quinton.
James apprehended the
suspects in parking lot No. 4,
according to the police
report.
University police had

Gualtieri for
Congress
Committee
presents
A Jazz Musical

Listen for 24 hours of
music during finals
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
Social Awareness Series

RALLY ON 7th ST.
12:00 NOON,
TODAY (MAY 22)
As part of the Sympathy Strike called to support
the temporary faculty being "de-hired"

"Evolution of
The Blues"

under the 80-20 Policy.

starring

Speakers, Food, Activities
All Day, Today,
on 7th Street.

Jon Hendricks
featuring

Nigerian
Drummer
Sum i
Smart Cole
Dancer Jay Paxton
The Larry Buckovich
Trio

1..11

11,..iii

Show Your Support!
Support the Sympathy Strike!

L !.

I

,

FREE

staked out the bookstore
since April 12 when physical
evidence was found of attempts at entering the
building.

Sat. May 25 8PM
Los Gatos High
School Aud.

Support the Faculty!
Support the quality of your education!
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Cheese company an ’untouchable’ operation
IS ,
d

a
CI

a

It
IC

By Susan Hathaway
In the middle of San Jose
sits 20 square feet of Italy.
A small, retail store attached to an out-of-the-way
cheese factory two miles
from SJSU, is prcbably the
most authentic bit of Italiana
between here and Naples.
A visitor to the store, the
California Cheese Company
located at 1451 Sunny Ct.,
sees clerks with names like
Marcello or Mario speaking
non-stop Italian, complete
with gestures, to Italianspeaking non-stop Italian,
complete with gestures
A visitor to the store, the
California Cheese Company
located at 1451 Sunny Ct.,
sees clerks with names like
Marcello or Mario speaking
non-stop Italian, complete
with gestures, to ItalianJose
speaking
San
housewives and old Italian
men who patronize the store.
The business at the
California Cheese Company
is strictly Italian. They
manufacture mozarella and
ricotta cheese, which are as
important to Italian cooking
as oregano.
The retail store is small,
but it is crammed with every
variety of pasta imaginable
and many cheeses at cheap

Dr. Peter
Koestenbaum
"Managing Anxiety"
"Existential Sexuality"
-find them at Spartan Bookstore
(In the Student Union)

paper after it is weighed.
The Italian-speaking clerks
judge the size of the piece
from years of cutting ex7erience so usually they cut
pieces which are within
grams of the proper size.
Haggling over the order
and the price in the store is
common, just like in Italy,
where no shopping trip is
complete without a goodnatured argument with a
volatile clerk.
Chunky Italian-American
housewives come and go
from the store, but the
minute they step inside they

prices.
The aroma in the store is
straight out of a Roman
delicatessan. The many
strong cheese:: tler.d
the smell of olives and
cigarette smoke to make a
visit to the store quite different than a trip to Safeway.
Lined up in front of the
counter are barrels of black
and green olives. Tomato
sauces and other Italian
staples line the narrow
shelves.
Following the Italian
custom, the cheese is sold by
the pound and wrapped in

FDA to seize

faulty condoms
EDINA, Minn. AP) -The
and
Drug
Food
Administration ’FDA’ has
obtained a court order for
the seizure of eight cases of
allegedly defective rubber
condoms.
U.S. marshals stamped
defective labels on the cases
at the Dean Rubber Co. here
Monday. They left the cases,
containing
13,829
prophylactics, at the company until either an appeal is
made of the U.S. District
Court orders the condoms
destroyed.
The
FDS
said
the
Redi-Wet
"Peacocks
Hygenically Lubricated"
prophylactics, produced by
the Dean Rubber Co.’s North
Kansas City, Mo., office,
were seized because "quality falls below that
which it is purported to
possess." An FDA official
said the statement meant the
prophylactics had holes in
them."
The FDA said condoms

with holes could be ineffective as protection against
venereal disease, and an
contraceptive.
ineffective
A local FDA official said
the company will be given
time to claim the seized
prophylactics and to come
up with a plan to recondition
them.

Election of
judges
discussed
The
appointing
and
electing of judges in
California will be subject of a
talk, by Superior Court Judge
James B. Scott today at 2:30
p.m. in DMH 226.
Scott is a candidate and
incumbant for Santa Clara
County Superior Court
judgeship.

S.J. mayor
to speak
at institute

for bole or soon Gradomes!
Elko CS eta

..EL et a racy,

We built our success by placing
people like yourself in career positions
Our staff of trained professional job
consultants can assist you towards...

our First Career Position
How you present and conduct yourself
during an interview is very important

SI I...
We will offer free consultation on interviewing
techniques and procedures to all Graduates.
No charge for registering with us
So what have you got to lose...
Call
244-0756

eca Agency

4320 Stevens Creek Blvd.

Mayor Norman Mineta
will speak at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday at the San Jose
Institute of Religion, 66 S.
Seventh St.
Mineta’s address, titled
"The Role of Young Adult
Citizens in Civic Government," is sponsored by the
Latter-day Saints Student
Association.
"The address will not be
campaign oriented," said
Mark Tippetts, president of
the association.
A question and answer
period will follow Mineta’s
speech.

HEAD
MASTER

$36.00
includes cover
and
FREE STRING
PACIFIC TRAIL
TENNISWEAR
ALL.EN-A NOW IN STOCK

WHITE STAG
ALPINE
6’ x 7+,’

DOWN

$69.95

PACIFIC TRAIL
R EG $36.95
SALE $28.95

PIONEER
WHITE STAG
-

Ii

5.8 Lbs.

I

SKI SALE
HART FREESTYLE REG $1137 $125.00
DYNASTAR ALL 30% OFF
ALL CLOTHING 30% OFF

gleqtivie
ottts

2116-1400
27410

1020 I. San Carlos St.
SKIING . CAMPING
BACKPACKING . TENNIS

that the entire operation at
Cheese
California
the
Company is straight from a
"Godfather" set. It is
common to see forklift
and
o perators
warehousemen speaking to

each other in a Sicilian
dialect, wearing narrow
pointed Italian shoes and
greasy hair-styles.
Many heavy-set, swarthy
men with thick mustaches
and cigars can be seen

coming out of or going into
the front office, speaking
Italian to each other in
lowered tones all the while.
All this atmosphere-just
like one would see on an
episode"Untouchables"

becomes even more intriguing considering the fact
that the owners of the
California Cheese Company
have repeatedly refused to
allow journalists access to
their operation.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS io,i, a college age
ballet lass a, Eutraz,a School of
Ballet
Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers Small classes.
individual
attention Beveril
Eufratia Grant. director, 241 1300
LEWIS’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave Berkeley. Ca 94705
Be a New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books
"SPROUTS" Sandwiches All kinds
for lunch & dinner 122 E San
Salvador Near the University Call
295 5402 for take out
SANCTUARY, selected writings by
Jon Christopher Bilingual English
French edition- Spartan Bookstore
SWEEPING COLLEGE CAMPUSES
is Berktnan’s ’The Prophit". "a
cleverly olowent and humorous
critique of today’s American
society " At Spartan Books or from
Publ W Kushner, 1335 N. Baker,
Stockton, Ca. 95203 52.95 12Pd.
TALENTED songwriters & creative
groups wanted by Music Publisher
Producer Call (408) 2922222
SENSITIVITY TRAINING & COM
MUNICATIONS GROUPSI2 per trio.
each Thurs. 7 30 10:30 pm Sen
sitivity training increases our
awareness of ourselves, awareness
of others, and awareness of the
world around us. Messages come at
us verbally, non verbally and in
symbolic WT. We will tune into
these messages; and being in tune,
we will find a way to relate with
openness and intimacy This tuning
in forms the Oasis Of coot
munication We will use a variety of
approaches from bioenergetics,
psychosynthesis. Gestalt, and
Psychodrama. Most sessions will
include a guided fantasy both for
gaining access to the symbolism of
our intuitive side and for expaning
our conciousness and imagination.
Facilitator
Reuven
Dawer.
SEQUOIA GROWTH CENTER 1208
Martin Ave. Si Starts June 13
Reservations 288 8075
WEDDINGS: Many acres of lawns,
gardens and ponds. Located one
mile off of highway 17 on Bear Creek
Rd. Would be ideal for your wedding
and reception Reasonable rates,
Phone 354 5017 for further in
formation
LECTURE-OISCUSSION & FILM on
Jungian Psychology with Dr C
Singh Wallia Friday, 8 to 9:30pm at
the Psychological Studies Institute,
2251 Yale Street. Palo Alto. No

Charge.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO -MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIRED OF BEING RIPPEDOFF?
Call C515. originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates No
Student refused Call 289.86111 or stop
by 404 So 3rd St. second floor (3rd
& San saivadori
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 30 GPO low non smoker
rates also Call days 9100223
CAR PROBLEMS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled mechanic specializing in
Foreign Economy & Sport cars,
Tuneup, repair & front end align
rnent. Open Sat. Bring this ad for
discount. 297,3690 798 N. 13 St.
JOURNEYMAN MACHANIC will
save you S on auto repairs. Major
repairs on foreign cars. Minor only
on American cars, Ex. VW tune up
522 total, all work guaranteed,
STEVE GEDDES 275 0927
AUTO INSURANCE, Specializing in
Auto and Motorcycle Insurance for
students. Lowest rates available all
applicants placed regardless of
record. Call Mike Foley at 241-3900
for quotation.

FOR SALE
SAVE THIS AD. Most mapor brands of
quality stereo Components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts availaole on
guaranteed used equipment Lowest
prices in the pay Area Call 252 2028
after 5 Pm

4

523 95
FOOT BLACKLIGHT
COMPLETE 18" BLACKL1GHT
512 99 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES $7 50 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
75 cents
IRON ON TRANSFERS
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
INDIA
PIPES AND
FROM
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE BO E SAN FERNANDO
ST

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40
cents per pound Any amount Phone
293 1954

Waterproof Fly
8 Breathable Body

25% OFF

DUCK DOWN
ALL IN STOCK
S24.95 to S50.00

forget about the American
half of their culture and
become pure Italian. They
gossip in Italian with the
clerks, buy huge jugs of olive
oil and pounds of ricotta and
mozarella cheese.It appeals

TWIN BED with frame. No headboard
Good Cond $43 or best offer Call
Judy 243 4992
NICE DINETTE SET for 3. Good
Condition. 530 or best offer Call 243
4992
USED TV SETS Color & Black &
White SSO S250 Dealer 578 2642

COUPLES. SINGLES-reliable, cop.
for live in child, pet. houiesiiting
assignments Good wages, room
board, benefits Transportation refs
req. HOUSEPARENTS PLAN, 3424
Rarnbow Dr , Palo Alto 94306 (4151
493 4443
WOULDN’T YOU RATHER WORK IN
HAWAII THIS SUMMER? For
information and application send 52
to Hawaiian Summers Dept. 2F, 1837
Kalakaua Suite 45. Honoluiu, Hawaii
96815
STUDENTS.
HOUSEWIVES
UNEMPLOYED. Quick selling
household products needs the right
person to handle. Quick money
maker work full or parttime. Call
259 1427 for appointment. Ask for
Bob Stroughter or Al Torre!
OVERSEAS JOBS
Australia,
America. Afric.
Europe, S
Students all professions and oi
cupations 0700 to 53000 month!, .
Expenses paid, overtime sigh,
seeing, Free information TRAP..
WORLD RESEARCH CO. Dept. Al
P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera CA
94925
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING
MAJORS with Sophomore yr.
completed can work summer
related jobs at Libby’s Food
Processing Plant in Sunnyvale. To
apply sign up in advance at the part
time and vocation employment
office at 112 S. 9th St. Libby is an
equal opportunity employer.
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES needs
summer staff...2 day camp leaders 1
facility supervisor & life guard.
Applications available now through
May 22, in the Student Activities
Office
BOB MORETTI, the no tuition candidate for governor, needs your
help. Call 998.1110 177 W. Santa
Clara. Si
RED BARRON RESTAURANT is now
taking applications for cooks. food
waitress, cocktail waitress, hostess,
bartenders, food preparation 8.
busboy apply in person 2500 Cun
ningham Ave 923 6060
STEADY PART TIME JOB morning
or afternoon Must be mechanically
inclined and personable For in
terview, call 998 1970
HANDY MAN light carpentry repairs
& painting 4 hrs. every Sat. af
ternoon Cr Sun morning S250 hr Call
Mrs Emm 299 4900
RECEPTIONEST NEEDED lob in
dudes making appointments.
bilingual preferred Salry T B A
Perminant position. 40 hrs. week
Community Legal Services Call 998
5260 Ex 35 for appointment
HANDY MAN light carpentry repairs
& painting 4 hrs every Sat at
ternoon or Sun morning 52_50 hr
Call Mrs Emm 2944900
CUSTOMER SERVICE Students
looking tor part time or full time
work close to campus. $2.50 14.00 an
hr to start Call Mr. Lewis 268.0230
or 227 4786
HEWLETT PACKARD 45 6 mo
guarantee left 5265 Call evenings
after 9 pm Sat & Sun morning 286
4678
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED job in
cludes making appointments
bilingual preferred. Salary T.B.A
Permanent position 40 hrs week
Call Community Legal Services 9911.
5260, Ex. 35 for an appointment

HOUSING
I BEDROOM IN HOUSE, $100.mo
kitchen priv , color tv, Call Ann 923
5473
2 STUDIOS FOR RENT 5110 near
campus. $1252 miles from campus
452S 3rd. and 1038 N. 4th Call 295
7/38 or 296.2404
LOW SUMMER RATES: 595 for clean,
1 bcfrrn furn apt hot & cold water &
garbage pd
FREE parking
Tradewinds Opts Reserve NOW.
288.7471 or 292 4059
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB-Co
Ed Beautiful building, fireplace,
grand piano, inside courtyard, kit
color ty, ping pang. linen & maid
very priv parking 579 50 share.
99.10 up to $129 Sing 2025 11th 293
7374
FURNISH APTS. Summer & Fall
Applications now available 230 E.
San Salvador St (across ROM
Duncan Hall) Call "J B." 2946039 or
794 8758
FURNISHED APTS. 2.3 Bdrm. Large.
comfortable I blk. campus. Summer
Fall Reasonable rates 379-4082
FURN, HOUSE 2,3. & 4 bdrrns. for
summer & next school term. Fire
place garbage disposal, frig, is
freezer, volley ball & tennis court.
off street parking Call at 406 S. llth
St
CLEAN 3 BDRM APT. S165 m0 620$
10th St Call 295 5144
HOUSE nice, furnished large two
story, five bedrooms, two baths.
Large dining & living room with
fireplace South 10th near school
and ample off street
parking Availalbe 61$ for one year
rental agreement Call 352 4247

KELTY BACKPACK Frame ti Bag
eel cond large size S55 new asking
5.35 or best offer Call 793 1315
FOR SALE 10’ Fiberglass canoe 1200
good condition Call 245-7910 Or 353
1001
’70 HONDA 350" 5503 or trade
pi, kw Call 262 3302 after S pm

or

HELP WANTED
for
W
CANVERSSERS
Encyclopedia Britannic 15 Ms a
week 52 50 hr Must have neat ap
pearance eniOy people & walking!
Call Pamela Tent 210 1351

HUGE ONE BORM OPTS ideal for 2
or 3. I one-third bath. carpeting, low
summer rates Maria Lane Opts 439
S Fourth St Call 998 6619

I BEDROOM APT sublet avail June 11
Completely turn . pool Bicycle 7,
blks from SJSU $125 /no Call 29$
5365

LA DONA APTS. I bedroom opts $115
summer rates whew carpets and
turn Quiet atmosphere, near
campus 385 5 4th St Call Ben, 298
8383 or John 356 5708

FOR RENT) Bedroom cottage 2 bike
from campus For co.ple or 2 girls
Summer rates 579 5 10th St 292
1587

MOTHER OLSON’S: 4 houses near
campus Linen & Maid service.
Color TV. Kit proe, Parking 1950
share. 25 single 122 N 8th St 295
9504
MEN -Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 S 11th St
NEWER ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS Girls
11)5 tOth $65 mo shared basis 203 9901
BOYS 99 S 9111 Si 515 mo 555 share
797 gate ALSO 468 S 9th St 565 mo 550
Shared Kitchen pr. 292 4552 Check
Our summer rates
THIS HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR
YOU! Dark wooden interior 3 bdrim
315th turn. yard Where at? St John
St between 10 11th $260 mo 261.9367
WILLOW GLEN APT. Own room 585
Bike, bus to SJSU Quiet Grad . Up
Div Female, non smoker Helen 269
3077 or 294 1025

YEAR ROUND RATES? &Pm 4 plex
Drapes, Carpeting. Laundry &
Storage facilities Sin pet ok I mmn
from SJSU Call 796 8831

SUMMER RENTAL 4 bdrrn house for
rent 1 bath, 1 blks from campus $250
mo. Call 297 3380
FOR RENT Furnished two Barn,
close to campus S95 Call 296.2974 ask
for Leon Call after 5 pm or 351S. 11th

APTS FOR RENT Lrg, Quiet One
Bedrooms Studios. All Dead Bolt
Security Locks w w Carpets /
Swimming Pool, Recreation Room
Summer Rates 620 S. 9th St. SJ
LARGE ROOM wKit. priv 1 block
from SJSU by Lucky’s for serious
male student Summer rates now in
effect Call 3916079

FURN I & 2 &ern Apts Prkg laun
dry, Summer Rates, Apply 460 S.
11th St or Call 265 2420
BEFORE
YOU MOVE COME
SEE...LARGE 2 & 3 Bdrm 2 Bath,
Fully Furnished. Shag Carpets.
some Fireplaces, Rec Room &
Heated Pool, Off Street Parking,
Complete Security System for cars
and residents NEW LOW RENTS 470
S 11th St CBI Apartments 287 7590
WHAT IT 1$111 Large Furnished
Apartments 2 Bdrm, 2 bath. Ideal
for 4. Rec rm. gas Bar BO, laundry
lac.. cable TV. underground prkg.
(sum
rates 5110.1371 148 E.
Williams 9942494
HOUSE for up to 7 5220 House for 1 5160
Fireplace, newly painted. Parking
lot 11th and San Carlos call 2443023
or 739 5479
I 1113RM DUPLEX 565 private and
clean w. parking 265 5. 1 1th near San
Carlos 246.1023 or 739 5479
FURNISHED STUDIO for rent $75
mo. Water & Garbage pd. 617 5, 9th
St. Manager at Apt. 11
SINGLE ROOMS, kitchen. rights. NO
smokers, summer rates 435 S. 14th
St. Call 217.3125
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED for
summer to share IS. furnished house
near campus Call Pam or Gloria
294 2909
LARGE. Furn, 1 Bcfrm Apt. Summer
Rates, S80 536 8th St. Call 295 7094
I &ORM APT. turn outside deck
block from campus 5120 ALSO 2
BDRM tor 513046 S 4th Street Call
297 3938

WEDDING INVITATIONS printed
Free Gift Every Order 2941769 BY
Appointment Only Vern Hail

ATTRACTIVE. CLEAN turn room for
girl, kit priv near SJSU, $65 m0
Call 293 441 otter 6 30 pm

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY HIGH quality wedding photography
tar LOWEST
Bay area rates 588
includes gold & white album 60
color prints of your Choice. full Set Of
KEEPS ALL
slides
BRIDE
NEGATIVES. Extra lull color
Staff of 20
8k 10’s 11 25 each
photographers
Make an art
then
pointroent see our samples
decide Open every evening until 10
prn for FREE Bridal Packet Call
779 1787 or 257 3161

LOST & FOUND
550 REWARD for into leading to
return of green 10 speed Raleigh
SupercOurse was stolen Wed May
15th between industrial studies &
Engineering Buildings Call Ed 026
0678
LOST WOMAN’S Gold Wedding Ring
near South Third St S. Williams 525
REWARD Call 269 5570

PERSONALS
SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
o C P
and voice detect is 1004105
fOr a tasting relationship with an
understanding female FREE rent
offered in exchange for kindness &
companionship Call 2911 2306 aft 5
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY by Licenced and
Experienced Electrologist Located
Ott S Bascom Ave. Renee Towers,
295 5911
STUDENT DOING RESEARCH on
Women who had Tubal Ligation
operation If you have. Call 2973610
or 379 4839
BOB MORETTI needs your help he’s
been helping you for years Moretti
for governor. 998 1110
PASSPORT PHOTOS lour minute
service 1637 Meridian Ave ),4 blks
north of Meridian Post Office
SYL How can I tell you, Thank You,
Oh I’m ori my way 1 know I am
Maybe I’ll meet Cat Stevens
anyway Love, Sari I’m glad your
always there

Close
STUDENT TYPING
Campus 65 cents page. 998.1869

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle,
All Natural color, photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and a free white embossed album ,
Budget priced for highest quality
work. Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601
WRITING
AND
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE. TYPING EDITING
CALL 227 3993 or 374 7904
BEAUTIFUL WEDDING FLOWERS
Save 50 per cent off florist prices 12
yrs cup Discount Flowers 996 1252
or 2446396
PHOTO STAMP your glossy photo one
sheet of 100 stamps. Gummed &
perforated. Only 53.00 Slick on
resumes, letters etc Write PHOTO
STAMPS, 1601 Orchard View Dr
J.. Ca. 95124 or call 266-8783

MUST RENT I Brim Furnished Apt
on 13th St for this summer while in
Europe Responsible individual or
couple SOO rno 297 0400
SANTA CRUZ Summer Rental Sunny
west side. 2 bdrm 1 bath house AEK
Garage, Carpeted, big yard with
Patio close to beach. call John 427
1269
STUDIO APT. Unfurn, near campus.
Util. paid. 410$ 1099 St. $90 no Call
2259347
YEAR ROUND RATES 2 Bdrm a plex
Drapes, Carpeting. Laundry &
Storage facilities Sin pet ok a min
from SJSU Call 2959144 or 196.0831

TENNIS RACKET RESTRINGING
top Quality nylon & gut strings
Custom strung to YOUR spedi
tications by leading professional
Prices start at S3.50. All work guar
anteed Call 279 2654

TRANSPORTATION
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING:
E ohm annual un regimented
student programs 8 wks tn Europe,
8 wks. in Israel Europe. 6 wks.
Europe Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, Inc. 287 8240.
AFRICA
ISRAEL
EUROPE
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ISCA, 11687
ROUND CONTACT
San Vicente Blvd Apt No I L.A
cam 90049 TEL 12131 826-5669 or
(7141 287 3010.
FLYING SOON? Well. -II pays lobe
Your TWA
young with TWA"
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 225.7262 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 11 per
i en, off volh TWA Youth passport
take up to 24 months to pay with a
F ROE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD,
Call 225 7267 for information after
500 For reservations call 2946600
Or your IcKai travel agent
SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
i .pl inter EnatupornoaleiaDn
$3,6, igg h ;so trP
passes,
cards ancl more Ask for Barbara at
Student Services West 235 East St
Clara. No 710 or phone 7878301
5109 CHARTER from 5.F tO New
York June 5 TWA 707 Call Barbara
at Student Services West 2978210
HAWAII! Attention Faculty & Staff
June IS 26th S185 T IA DC B
housing programs available Call
Barbara at Student Services West.
287 8301

GOING EAST? Can take rider as far
as Minneapolis Must leave June 3 or
4 Share gas driving 277 8167

Give us a call at 211-3115

FOR RENT) Bdrm House S 11th St
Unf urn lrg back yard. Nice
basement, ideal studio space $250
mo on 1 yr lease Call 293 7464 95
Pm
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FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS trorn
bridal bouquets to alter displays.
Special Student
Expert skill
Discount 2933139 or 378 6351

hiL49,467,-6:2"KtinK425 5.055.0.4:25

FOR RENT) Bedroom cottage. 2 blks
from campus For couple or 2 girls
Summer rates 5195 10th St 292
ISO,

ive
days

LEARN SPANISH Intensive Spanish
weekly
beginning
course
Experienced native instructors.
Individualized instruction. Contact
C I CL A attn. Cristobal Acosta, Apdo
498 Suc A Cuernavaca, Morelos,
Mexico

Sell it
with a
Spartan Daily
Classified
Advertisemeot.

WILLIAMS PARK TUDOR for sale
572.500 4 Bdrm o Bdrrn*Fam 3000
Sq. Ft. Lot 70 x 120. Totally new
Kitchen, serene garden & fountain,
R USC IGNO
Garage
Det
REALTORS Call Tom 2874667

rd.
our
days days

to

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s -Reports -Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg -137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 356-4240 Los Gatos

SUMMER RATES, Available now
Beautifully furnished 1 Bdrm Apt. at
11th and San Fernando Call Ken 739
4510 or x 2535

days

STUDENT TYPING 50 cents a page
plus paper Call Tamma 998-0352 396
S 11th St

SERVICES

Classified Rates
ine
day

FRIDAY FLICKS presents PLAY IT
AS IT LAYS stars Anthony Perkins,
Tuesday Weld
A remarkable
Performance, showing how it is (as
it lays) 7 & lOpin Mon Daily Aud 50c
by ALPHA PHI OMEGA

HUGE I 1113RM APTS. Ideal fOr 203
I an one-third bath carpeting, low
summer rates Maria Lane Apts 439
S 4th St Call 998 8619

PVT RM. in duplex for serious male
student next to Lucky’s bus, I, blk
from campus 297 6079
FURN. STUDIO 1, 2, 1 bdrrn apt.
Summer Rates Avail. Call 793-7796
or 294.9535

NEED AN ADVISOR? TEL 269 1596
AM, EVE. HELP IN EDITING,
WRITING
THESES.
TERM
PAPERS, REPORTS. DISSER
TATION

Address

.50

.50
.50
.50
.50
Minimum Three lines One Day

City

Check a Classification
) Announcements
) Automotive
) For Sale

( ) Help Wanted
( ) Housing
( ) Lost and Found

) Personals
) Services
/ Transportation

Enclosed IS $

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO SPARTAN
DAILY CL ASSI FIE D, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE.
CALIF 59114

For
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Deadline, T wo days prior to
Publication
L onsecutive publication dates
only
No refunds on cancelled ads

U.
Page 8, May 22, 1974
For only 50 cants day your
3 line memoirs is r ’ad 00Cr
100,000 tunes a week. Spartan
Daily Classifred 277 3175.

Open at I 45
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Shaking, raging campus protest era
now a memory only for participants
From page one
Representatives from SDS
and PAWmet on nov. 19 with
Vice
Executive
SJSU
President William Dusel to
ask that Dow be prohibited
from recruiting at SJSU.
Dusel, in charge of the school
while President Robert
Clark was in the Dominican
the
denied
Republic,
request.
The anti-war groups raised
SJSU’s first set of demands:
Dow off campus
Police off campus
students
Re -instate
suspended for anti -war
activities
Student power to formulate recruiting policy
The Dow recruiters came
on Nov. 20.
At a noon rally. speakers
outlined the demands and
denounced Dow Chemical.
Then at 1 p.m. the crowd
moved to the Administration
Building where demonstrators stood in front of the
entrance. Soineoto threw

Rated "H"
Burt Lancaster
"MIDNIGHT MAN"
(.11111 EdS!.,100
NIGH PLAINS DRIFTE R

BAYSNORE
Hated "1-tGOldie Howe
.sUGARLAND EXPRESS’
Sean Connery
"ZARDOZ"

ndte0
I red ’No ko
"BLACK EYE
"cLEOPATRA JONE S

41000000000000000t
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PIJEBLil 74
Spanish Language
and Mexican Civilization
Jill%

-- 111gii.1 31. 197

This summer learn Spanish in the lovely colonial city of Puebla, Mexico. Exceptional learning environment: intensive courses, personalized instruction, experienced instructors from
Universidad Autonoma in Puebla and U. C.
3erkeley and two days in Mexico City with
visits to the Museum of Anthropology, the
3allet Folklorico and the pyramids of Teotihuacan. Optional excursions to Veracruz,
Jxaca, Cholula and Papantla. Informal classes
on Mexican history, archeology, anthropology
ecology and natural history.
MORE INFORMATION? FORUM INTERNATIONAL
CALL 843-8294
2440 BANCROFT WAY
OR WRITE:
BERKELEY, CA 94704

"something that looked like
blood" against the door,
while 4,000 onlookers and
supporters gathered around
the protest.
At 1:10 p.m., Dr. Dusel
backed by 40 riot police tried
to make his way through the
crowd to clear the entrance
to the building.
The police pushed and
clubbed their way through
while being hit by sticks and
picket signs from behind. A
chair was thrown through a
glass door.
With that, police who
been stationed inside
building came pouring
shooting tear gas
marching down to
Seventh Street barrier.

had
the
out,
and
the

Twelve persons were
arrested and 16 injured in the
confrontation. A bitter cloud
of tear gas hung over the
campus as students scattered.
A spokesman for Dow said

Pres, Robert Clark
the demonstration was the
"worst it had ever experienced on a college
campus," adding that it had
"hurt Dow’s image."
President Clark returned

the next day as 2,000 students
and faculty gathered in front
Administration
of
the
Building to hear speeches
denouncing the war, Dow
and the police. Two hundred
fifty riot police lay in wait off
campus in case of of trouble.
But there was none.
President Clark, in an attempt to maintain ties with
the embattled students,
addressed the crowd and
answered questions. He
asked the students to formulate a policy on recruiting
and submit it for approval.
Senator Clark Bradley
said of Clark, "If we can’t
get someone in there who
stands up for law and order.
we’re going to have continued troubles."
By Nov. 30, 19 students had
been arrested for the Dow
Chemical protest.
Meanwhile, the Black
athletes on campus were
opening up another protest
front.

Nixon’s lawyer claims
’President won’t give in’
WASH’ iiTON
APi White House lawyer James
St. Clair said yesterday he
has seen no indication
President Nixon will yield to
a House Judiciary Committee demand for more
Watergate evidence.
The committee has issued
a subpoena ordering Nixon
to turn over II tapes by 10
a.m. today fur its impeachment inquiry.
St. Clair notified the
committee two weeks ago
Nixon was determined that
no more Watergate data
would be furnished. Asked
today as he left a committee

impeachment
hearing
whether there had been any
change in attitude by Nixon,
St. Clair said, "I know of
none."
The President’s chief
impeachment lawyer said he
would respond later in the
day to another committee
request for tapes dealing
with political contributions
if the dairy industry and an
antitrust
suit
against
International Telephone and
Telegraph Corp.
The committee has not
issued a subpoena for that
material but Chairman
Peter Rodin() said he would
seek one if it is not forthcoming.

On Nov. 29 they raised a
cry against the participation
of apartheid South Africa in
the upcoming Olympic
games. Their protest was an
omen of things to come.
While the demonstrations
died out for the remainder of
the school year, Black and
Chicano students worked for
curriculum improvements
for Third World students.
Part two tomorrow

Frances
Gulland ,
j5, Childrens
Center
SUMMER SESSION PRESCHOOL
EXPERIENCE June 24 --Aug. 2
Ages 2’6 through 5 years $40/session
Children may come as early as 7AM; program continues
to 1PM Mon. through Thursday.
HIGHLY qualified professional staff
Contact:

Frances Gulland Children’s Center
(SJSU Campus Children’s Center)
Phone: 293-2288 405 S. 10th St.

qvilj:144,1
Afro
1974 Summer Session

The committee resumed
its closed-door impeachment
bearings by listening to a
tape of a conversation
between Nixon and his
former White House counsel,
John Dean, on March 13,
1973. The White House has
released a transcript of the
tape.
Rep. Jerome Waldie, DCalif., said after hearing the
tape, "it is quite clear that
the President knew of very
extensive involvement of the
White House" in Watergate.
Waldie and other members
said the tape they heard
colsely corresponded to the
White House-edited version.
but that hearing it made
Nixon’s views clearer.

San Jose’ State University
Office of Continuing Education
(408) 277-2182
Four sessions of special courses and workshops

June 17 - 21
Intersession
Six -week session - June 24 - August 2
Four -week session
August 5- 30
Ten -week session June 24 - August 30
Grab your pencil and come see us in Journalism Building 136B.
Special Feature:
Earth 20/20: Vision for our Children’s Children
18:00 p.m. Tuesdays, DeAnza College, Fl nt Center, Cuperhno, June 26-Sept. 3)
A free eleven -week lecture series featuring Governor Tom McCall of
Oregon. This program is a sequel to last summer’s series The Next
Billion Years. In conjunction with the series is a three unit Environmental Studies seminar held Thursday evenings.

Magruder
SLEEPING
BAGS

EVERYTHING
For Packpacking & Tennis

ALPINE DESIGNS
GERRY
WASHINGTON
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Bob ,or wood
. ’or y of back
already hare a tomplete
packing ft tennis eguipmein ,o1 1974 Come
in and get o head start on everyone else
Inc II be glad Inc did,
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GERRY
SPORTCASTER
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sentenced
10 months
WASHINGTON I AP) - Jeb
Stuart Magruder, conceding
that "I lost my ethical
compass." was sentenced
Monday to serve at least 10
months in prison for his
major role in the Watergate
break-in and cover-up.
Magruder was once the
No. 2 man in President
Nixon’s re-election campaign and a key figure in
breaking open the Watergate
if fair.
U.S. District Court Judge
John J. Sirica imposed a 10
nionths to four year term on
Magruder to be served at
luhinimuin security institution. Sirica said he will
reconunend that Magruder
be sent to the federal facility
at Allenwood, Pa.

To $7 500
15

BACK

Levi’s

PACKING

BOOTS
FIVE TTA
DUNHAm

$1995 To $49"
TENNIS RACKETS SUMMER
SKI
’7" To ’60"
SPECIALS
SKIIS BOOTS
MAY SPECIAL
POLES CLOTHING
Sr
88 BAG
25% TO
20 / OFF

WILSON
BANCROFT
DAVIS
HEAD
DUNLOP

that’s
all we
carry.

TENNIS BALLS
rrn
DACRON
()PIIKAWI AO

Pock Stone,
Reg.

12.00

Bob’s

0

60%

OFF

Over 4 tons per store.
Including Levi’s for gals
Levi’s Sta-Prest pants
Its the world’s greatest
selection It’s yours

Come feel the hills and
valleys of your feet.

exercise sandals
Come rest your feet in
the hollows and the rises.
Experience the cooliiess of
polished beechwood against
the warmth of bare skin. Feel the
little mound we call the toe -grip,
that helps you turn mere steps into a
beautiful toning and awakening for your
legs. Scholl, the original Exercise Sandals.
Red, blue, or bone cushioned leather strap.

BUY ’EM ANYWHERE FOR $12.95
OR FROM US ONLY

$8.88

Until June

1st.

TENTH ST PHARMACY

TWO LOCATIONS:
SUNNYVALE

10th & SANTA CLARA

LOS GATOS

San JOSP
1811 W San Carlos
286 9661

294-9131
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